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Create a Double Pull Zipper
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Quick Reference Sheet:
How to Create a Double Pull Zipper

To make a double pull zipper you will need two identical zippers (they
can be different colours though) and a pair of pliers or a metal skewer
(1).
(1)

Remove the top zipper stops off both zippers (2). These are the small
metal ‘claws’ at the top/open end of the zipper on each side.

(2)

Take the zipper pull off one of the zippers and put the zipper tape aside
as it won’t be needed (3).

(3)

Rotate the zipper pull 180° and move the zipper pull on the second
zipper down a few inches so it is out of the way (4).
(4)
Feed the end of one side of the zipper tape into the zipper until the
pull is sitting at the start of the zipper teeth (5).
Ensure the loose zipper pull is facing the opposite direction to the pull
on the second zipper – both should be facing each other with the
rounded ends facing in and the flat ends facing out.
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(5)

Holding the pull and tape in place, feed the second side of the tape
into the pull until the pull is sitting at the start of the teeth and the two
ends of the tape are level with each other (6).
(6)
Holding the ends of the tape firmly
in place together and level with
each other, gently wriggle the
zipper pull down and onto the
teeth to create your double pull
zipper (7 & 8).
(7)

(8)

If your zipper tape looks uneven and is not sitting flat when the zipper pulls are closed together, you can
check if the teeth have been fed through the second pull correctly by looking at the teeth at the very start of
the tape.
There should only be one tooth sitting past the last tooth on the
opposite side.
If there is more than one tooth, take your added zipper pull off and
have another go at feeding it on evenly (9).
(9)
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